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ABSTRACT
Dialogue systems have attracted more and more attention.
Recent advances on dialogue systems are overwhelmingly
contributed by deep learning techniques, which have been
employed to enhance a wide range of big data applications
such as computer vision, natural language processing, and
recommender systems. For dialogue systems, deep learning
can leverage a massive amount of data to learn meaningful
feature representations and response generation strategies,
while requiring a minimum amount of hand-crafting. In this
article, we give an overview to these recent advances on dialogue systems from various perspectives and discuss some
possible research directions. In particular, we generally divide existing dialogue systems into task-oriented and nontask-oriented models, then detail how deep learning techniques help them with representative algorithms and finally
discuss some appealing research directions that can bring
the dialogue system research into a new frontier.

1.

INTRODUCTION

To have a virtual assistant or a chat companion system with
adequate intelligence has seemed illusive, and might only
exist in Sci-Fi movies for a long time. Recently, humancomputer conversation has attracted increasing attention
due to its promising potentials and alluring commercial values. With the development of big data and deep learning techniques, the goal of creating an automatic humancomputer conversation system, as our personal assistant or
chat companion, is no longer an illusion. On the one hand,
nowadays we can easily access “big data” for conversations
on the Web and we might be able to learn how to respond
and what to respond given (almost) any inputs, which greatly
allows us to build data-driven, open-domain conversation
systems between humans and computers. On the other
hand, deep learning techniques have been proven to be effective in capturing complex patterns in big data and have powered numerous research fields such as computer vision, natural language processing and recommender systems. Hence,
a large body of literature has emerged to leverage a massive amount of data via deep learning to advance dialogue
systems in many perspectives.
According to the applications, dialogue systems can be roughly
categorized into two groups – (1) task-oriented systems and
(2) non-task-oriented systems (also known as chat bots).
Task-oriented systems aim to assist the user to complete
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Figure 1: Traditional Pipeline for Task-oriented Systems.

certain tasks (e.g. finding products, and booking accommodations and restaurants). The widely applied approaches to
task-oriented systems are to treat the dialogue response as a
pipeline as shown in Figure 1. The systems first understand
the message given by human, represent it as a internal state,
then take some actions according to the policy with respect
to the dialogue state, and finally the action is transformed
to its surface form as a natural language. Though language
understanding is processed by statistical models, most deployed dialogue systems still use manual features or hand
crafted rules for the state and action space representations,
intent detection, and slot filling. This not only makes it expensive and time-consuming to deploy a real dialogue system, but also limits its usage to other domains. Recently,
many algorithms based on deep learning have been developed to alleviate those problems by learning feature representations in a high dimensional distributed fashion and
achieve remarkable improvements in these aspects. In addition, there are attempts to build end-to-end task-oriented
dialogue systems, which can expand the state space representation in the traditional pipeline systems and help generalize dialogues outside the annotated task-specific corpora.
Non-task-oriented systems interact with human to provide
reasonable responses and entertainment. Typically, they focus on conversing with human on open domains. Though
non-task-oriented systems seem to perform chit-chat, it dominates in many real word applications. As revealed in [98],
nearly 80% utterances are chi-chat messages in the online
shopping scenario and handling those queries is closely related to user experiences. In general, two major approaches
have been developed for non-task-oriented systems – (1)
generative methods such as sequence-to-sequence models,
which generate proper responses during the conversation;
and (2) retrieval-based methods, which learn to select responses from the current conversation from a repository.

Sentence
Slots
Intent
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Table 1: An Illustrative Example of Natural Language Representation.

The recent development of big data and deep learning techniques has greatly advanced both task-oriented and nonoriented dialogue systems, which has encouraged a huge
amount of deep learning based researches in dialogue systems. In this article, we aim to (1) give an overview about
dialogue systems especially recent advances from deep learning; and (2) discuss possible research directions. The remaining of the article is organized as follows. We review
task-oriented dialogue systems including pipeline and endto-end methods in Section 2. In Section 3, we first introduce
neural generative methods including popular models and hot
research topics; and then detail the retrieval-based methods.
In Section 4, we conclude the work with discussions on some
research directions.

2.

TASK-ORIENTED DIALOGUE SYSTEMS

Task-oriented dialogue systems have been an important branch
of spoken dialogue systems. In this section, we will review
pipeline and end-to-end methods for task-oriented dialogue
systems.

2.1

Pipeline Methods

The typical structure of a pipeline based task-oriented dialogue system is demonstrated in Figure 1. It consists of four
key components:
• Language understanding. It is known as natural language understanding (NLU), which parses the user utterance into predefined semantic slots.
• Dialogue state tracker. It manages the input of each
turn along with the dialogue history and outputs the
current dialogue state.
• Dialogue policy learning. It learns the next action
based on current dialogue state.
• Natural language generation (NLG). It maps the selected action to its surface and generates the response.
In the following subsections, we will give more details about
each component with the state-of-the art algorithms.

2.1.1

Language Understanding

Given an utterance, natural language understanding maps
it into semantic slots. The slots are pre-defined according to
different scenarios. Table 1 illustrates an example of natural
language representation, where “New York” is the location
specified as slot values, and the domain and intent are also
specified, respectively. Typically, there are two types of representations. One is the utterance level category, such as
the user’s intent and the utterance category. The other is
the word-level information extraction such as named entity
recognition and slot filling.
An intent detection is performed to detect the intent of a
user. It classifies the utterance into one of the pre-defined

intents. Deep learning techniques have been successively
applied in intent detection [10; 73; 99]. In particular, [19]
used convolutional neural networks (CNN) to extract query
vector representations as features for query classification.
The CNN-based classification framework also resembled [22]
and [64]. Similar approaches are also utilized in category or
domain classification.
Slot filling is another challenging problem for spoken language understanding. Unlike intent detection, slot filling is
usually defined as a sequence labeling problem, where words
in the sentence are assigned with semantic labels. The input is the sentence consisting of a sequence of words, and the
output is a sequence of slot/concept IDs, one for each word.
[11] and [10] used deep belief networks (DBNs), and achieved
superior results compared to CRF baselines. [41; 102; 56;
100] applied RNN for slot filling. The semantic representation generated by NLU is further processed by the dialogue
management component. A typical dialogue management
component includes two stages – dialogue state tracking and
policy learning.

2.1.2

Dialogue State Tracking

Tracking dialogue states is the core component to ensure
a robust manner in dialog systems. It estimates the users
goal at every turn of the dialogue. A dialogue state Ht denotes the representation of the dialogue session till time t.
This classic state structure is commonly called slot filling
or semantic frame. The traditional methods, which have
been widely used in most commercial implementations, often adopt hand-crafted rules to select the most likely result [17]. However, these rule-based systems are prone to
frequent errors as the most likely result is not always the
desired one [88].
A statistical dialog system maintains a distribution over
multiple hypotheses of the true dialog state, facing with
noisy conditions and ambiguity [104]. In Dialog State Tracking Challenge (DSTC) [87; 86], the results are in the form of
a probability distribution over each slot for each turn. A variety of statistical approaches, including robust sets of handcrafted rules [80], conditional random fields [28; 27; 53],
maximum entropy models [85] and web-style ranking [88]
have emerged in Dialog State Tracking Challenge (DSTC)
shared tasks.
Recently, [20] introduced deep learning in belief tracking.
It used a sliding window to output a sequence of probability distributions over an arbitrary number of possible values. Though it was trained in one domain, it can be easily
transferred to new domains. [48] developed multi-domain
RNN dialog state tracking models. It first used all the data
available to train a very general belief tracking model, and
then specialized the general model for each domain to learn
the domain-specific behavior. [49] proposed a neural belief
tracker (NBT) to detect the slot-value pairs. It took the
system dialogue acts preceding the user input, the user utterance itself, and a single candidate slot-value pair which it
needs to make a decision about, as input, and then iterated
over all candidate slot-value pairs to determine which ones
have just been expressed by the user.

2.1.3

Policy learning

Conditioned on the state representation from the state tracker,
the policy learning is to generate the next available system
action. Either supervised learning or reinforcement learn-

ing can be used to optimize policy learning [9]. Typically,
a rule-based agent is employed to warm-start the system
[98]. Then, supervised learning is conducted on the actions generated by the rules. In online shopping scenario,
if the dialogue state is “Recommendation”, then the “Recommendation” action is triggered, and the system will retrieve products from the product database. If the state is
“Comparison”, then the system will compare target products/brands[98]. The dialogue policy can be further trained
end-to-end with reinforcement learning to lead the system
making policies toward the final performance. [9] applied
deep reinforcement learning on strategic conversation that
simultaneously learned the feature representation and dialogue policy, the system outperformed several baselines including random, rule-based, and supervised-based methods.

2.1.4

Natural Language Generation

The natural language generation component converts an abstract dialogue action into natural language surface utterances. As noticed in [68], a good generator usually relies on
several factors: adequacy, fluency, readability, and variation.
Conventional approaches to NLG typically perform sentence
planning. It maps input semantic symbols into the intermediary form representing the utterance such as tree-like
or template structures, and then converts the intermediate
structure into the final response through the surface realization [77; 69].
[81] and [82] introduced neural network-based (NN) approaches
to NLG with a LSTM-based structure similar with RNNLM
[42]. The dialogue act type and its slot-value pairs are transformed into a 1-hot control vector and is given as the additional input, which ensures that the generated utterance represents the intended meaning. [81] used a forward RNN generator together with a CNN reranker, and backward RNN
reranker. All the sub-modules are jointly optimized to generate utterances conditioned by the required dialogue act.
To address the slot information omitting and duplicating
problems in surface realization, [82] used an additional control cell to gate the dialogue act. [72] extended this approach by gating the input token vector of LSTM with the
dialogue act. It was then extended to the multi-domain
setting by multiple adaptation steps [83]. [110] adopted
an encoder-decoder LSTM-based structure to incorporate
the question information, semantic slot values, and dialogue
act type to generate correct answers. It used the attention
mechanism to attend to the key information conditioned on
the current decoding state of the decoder. Encoding the dialogue act type embedding, the neural network-based model
is able to generate variant answers in response to different
act types. [14] also presented a natural language generator based on the sequence-to-sequence approach that can
be trained to produce natural language strings as well as
deep syntax dependency trees from input dialogue acts. It
was then extended with the preceding user utterance and
responses [13]. It enabled the model entraining (adapting)
to users ways of speaking, which provides contextually appropriate responses.

2.2

End-to-End Methods

Despite a lot of domain-specific handcrafting in traditional
task oriented dialogue systems, which are diffcult to adapt
to new domains [4], [107] further noted that, the conventional pipeline of task-oriented dialogue systems has two

main limitations. One is the credit assignment problem,
where the end user’s feedback is hard to be propagated to
each upstream module. The second issue is process interdependence. The input of a component is dependent on the
output of another component. When adapting one component to new environment or retrained with new data, all the
other components need to be adapted accordingly to ensure
a global optimization. Slots and features might change accordingly. This process requires significant human efforts.
With the advance of end-to-end neural generative models in
recent years, many attempts have been made to construct an
end-to-end trainable framework for task-oriented dialogue
systems. Note that more details about neural generative
models will be discussed when we introduce the non-taskoriented systems. Instead of the traditional pipeline, the
end-to-end model uses a single module and interacts with
structured external databases. [84] and [4] introduced a
network-based end-to-end trainable task-oriented dialogue
system, which treated dialogue system learning as the problem of learning a mapping from dialogue histories to system
responses, and applied an encoder-decoder model to train
the whole system. However, the system is trained in a supervised fashion – not only does it require a lot of training
data, but it may also fail to find a good policy robustly due
to the lack of exploration of dialogue control in the training data. [107] first presented an end-to-end reinforcement
learning approach to jointly train dialogue state tracking
and policy learning in the dialogue management in order to
optimize the system actions more robustly. In the conversation, the agent asks the user a series of Yes/No questions
to find the correct answer. This approach was shown to be
promising when applied to the task-oriented dialogue problem of guessing the famous people users think of. [36] trained
the end-to-end system as a task completion neural dialogue
system, where its final goal is to complete a task, such as
movie-ticket booking.
Task-oriented systems usually need to query outside knowledge base. Previous systems achieved this by issuing a symbolic query to the knowledge base to retrieve entries based
on their attributes, where semantic parsing on the input is
performed to construct a symbolic query representing the
beliefs of the agent about the user goal[84; 90; 36]. This approach has two drawbacks: (1) the retrieved results do not
carry any information about uncertainty in semantic parsing, and (2) the retrieval operation is non differentiable, and
hence the parser and dialog policy are trained separately.
This makes online end-to-end learning from user feedback
difficult once the system is deployed. [15] augmented existing recurrent network architectures with a differentiable
attention-based key-value retrieval mechanism over the entries of a knowledge base, which is inspired by key-value
memory networks[44]. [12] replaced symbolic queries with
an induced “soft” posterior distribution over the knowledge
base that indicates which entities the user is interested in.
Integrating the soft retrieval process with a reinforcement
learner. [89] combined an RNN with domain-specific knowledge encoded as software and system action templates.

3.

NON-TASK-ORIENTED DIALOGUE SYSTEMS

Unlike task-oriented dialogue systems, which aim to complete specific tasks for user, non-task-oriented dialogue sys-
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Figure 2: An Illustration of the Encoder-Decoder Model.

where ht is the hidden state at time step t, f is a non-linear
function such as long-short term memory unit (LSTM) [18]
and gated recurrent unit (GRU) [7], and c is the hidden
state corresponding to the last word hT . The decoder is
a standard RNN language model with an additional conditional context vector c. The probability distribution pt of
candidate words at every time t is calculated as
st = f (yt−1 , st−1 , c),

tems (also known as chatbots) focus on conversing with human on open domains [54]. In general, chat bots are implemented either by generative methods or retrieval-based
methods. Generative models are able to generate more proper
responses that could have never appeared in the corpus,
while retrieval-based models enjoy the advantage of informative and fluent responses[23], because they select a proper
response for the current conversation from a repository with
response selection algorithms. In the following sections, we
will first dive into the neural generative models, one of the
most popular research topics in recent years, and discuss
their drawbacks and possible improvements. Then, we introduce recent advances of deep learning in retrieval based
models.

3.1

Neural Generative Models

Nowadays, a large amount of conversational exchanges is
available in social media websites such as Twitter and Reddit, which raise the prospect of building data-driven models. [54] proposed a generative probabilistic model, which is
based on phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation [105],
to model conversations on micro-blogging. It viewed the response generation problem as a translation problem, where
a post needs to be translated into a response. However,
generating responses was found to be considerably more difficult than translating between languages. It is likely due to
the wide range of plausible responses and the lack of phrase
alignment between the post and the response. The success of
applying deep learning in machine translation, namely Neural Machine Translation, spurs the enthusiasm of researches
in neural generative dialogue systems.
In the following subsections, we first introduce the sequenceto-sequence models, the foundation of neural generative models. Then, we discuss hot research topics in the direction
including incorporating dialogue context, improving the response diversity, modeling topics and personalities, leveraging outside knowledge base, the interactive learning and
evaluation.

3.1.1

Sequence-to-Sequence Models

pt = sof tmax(st , yt−1 ),
where st is the hidden state of the decoder RNN at time t
and yt1 is the word at time t1 in the response sequence. The
objective function of Seq2Seq is defined as:
0

p((y1 , ..., yT 0 |x1 , ..., xT ) = p(y1 |c)

T
Y

p(yt |c, y1 , ..., yt−1 ).

t=2

[2] then improved the performance by the attention mechanism, where each word in Y is conditioned on different
context vector c, with the observation that each word in Y
may relate to different parts in x. In particular, yi corresponds to a context vector ci , and ci is a weighted average
of the encoder hidden states h1 , ..., hT :
ci = ΣTj=1 αij hj ,
where αi,j is computed by:
α=

exp(eij )
,
ΣTk=1 exp(eik )

eij = g(st−1 , hj ),
where g is a multilayer perceptron.
[61] applied the recurrent neural network encoder-decoder
framework [7] to generate responses on Twitter-style microblogging websites, while [74] utilized a similar model described in [40]. In general, these models utilize neural networks to represent dialogue histories and to generate appropriate responses. Such models are able to leverage a large
amount of data in order to learn meaningful natural language representations and generation strategies, while requiring a minimum amount of domain knowledge and handcrafting.

3.1.2

Dialogue Context

The ability to take into account previous utterances is key to
building dialog systems that can keep conversations active
and engaging. [67] addressed the challenge of the context

sensitive response generation by representing the whole dialogue history (including the current message ) with continuous representations or embeddings of words and phrases.
The response is generated as RNN language model [42], the
same as the decoder in [7]. [58] used hierarchical models,
first capturing the meaning of individual utterances and
then integrating them as discourses. [96] extended the hierarchical structure with the attention mechanism [2] to attend to important parts within and among utterances with
word level attention and utterance level attention, respectively. [71] conducted a systematic comparison among existing methods (including non-hierarchical and hierarchical
models) and proposed a variant that weights the context
with respect to context-query relevance. It found that (1) hierarchical RNNs generally outperform non-hierarchical ones,
and (2) with context information, neural networks tend to
generate longer, more meaningful and diverse replies.

3.1.3

Response Diversity

A challenging problem in current sequence-to-sequence dialogue systems is that they tend to generate trivial or noncommittal, universally relevant responses with little meaning, which are often involving high frequency phrases along
the lines of I dont know or Im OK [67; 74; 58].
This behavior can be ascribed to the relative high frequency
of generic responses like I dont know in conversational datasets,
in contrast with the relative sparsity of more informative alternative responses. One promising approach to alleviate
such challenge is to find a better objective function. [30]
pointed out that neural models assign high probability to
“safe responses when optimizing the likelihood of outputs
given inputs. They used a Maximum Mutual Information
(MMI), which was first introduced in speech recognition [3;
5], as an optimization objective. It measured the mutual
dependence between inputs and outputs, where it took into
consideration the inverse dependency of responses on messages. [101] incorporated inverse document frequency (IDF)
[55] into the training process to measure the response diversity.
Some researches realized that the decoding process is another source of redundant candidate responses. [62] and [34]
recognized that the beam search lacked diversity when generating candidates in the beam. [62] introduced a stochastic
beam-search procedure, while [34] added an additional term
for beam search scoring to penalize the siblings–expansions
of the same parent node in the search. [30; 67; 62] further
performed a re-ranking step with global features to avoid
generating dull or generic responses. [47] conjectured that
not only the problem lies in the objective of decoding and response frequency, but also the message itself may lack sufficient information for the replay. It proposed to use pointwise
mutual information (PMI) to predict a noun as a keyword,
reflecting the main gist of the reply, and then generates a
reply containing the given keyword.
Another series of works have focused on generating more
diverse outputs by introducing a stochastic latent variable.
They demonstrated that natural dialogue is not deterministic – replies for a same message may vary from person to
person. However, current response is sampled from a deterministic encoder-decoder model. By incorporating a latent
variable, these models have the advantage that, at the generation time, they can sample a response from the distribution
by first sampling an assignment of the latent variables, and

then decoding deterministically. [6] presented a latent variable model for one-shot dialogue response. The model contained a stochastic component z in the decoder P (Y |z, X),
where z is computed following the variational auto-encoder
framework[26; 25; 65]. [59] introduced latent variables to
the hierarchical dialogue modeling framework [58]. The latent variable is designed to make high-level decisions like
topic or sentiment. [57] extended this method by learning
a sequence of the latent variables, where the latent variable
of next utterance is only conditioned on the previous latent
variable sequence. [63] conditioned the latent variable on
explicit attributes to make the latent variable more interpretable. These attributes can be either manually assigned
or automatically detected such topics, and personality.

3.1.4

Topic and Personality

Learning the inherent attributes of dialogues explicitly is
another way to improve the diversity of dialogues and ensures the consistency. Among different attributes, topic and
personality are widely explored.
[95] noticed that people often associate their dialogues with
topically related concepts and create their responses according to these concepts. They used Twitter LDA model to
get the topic of the input, fed topic information and input
representation into a joint attention module and generated
a topic-related response. A small improvement in decoder
had achieved a better result in [94]. [8] made a more thorough generalization of the problem. They classified each
utterance in the dialogue into one domain, and generated
the domain and content of next utterance accordingly.
[109] added emotion embedding into a generative model and
achieved good performance in perplexity. [51] gave the system an identity with profile so that the system can answer
personalized question consistently. [31] further took the information of addressee into consideration to create a more
realistic chatbot.
Since the training data comes from different speakers with
inconsistency, [106] proposed a two-phase training approach
which initialized the model using large scale data and then
fine-tuned the model to generate personalized response. [45]
used transfer reinforcement learning to eliminate inconsistencies.

3.1.5

Outside Knowledge Base

An important distinction between human conversation and
dialogue system is whether it is combined with reality. Incorporating an outside Knowledge Base (KB) is a promising
approach to bridge the gap of background knowledge between a dialogue system and human.
Memory network is a classic method dealing with question
answering tasks with knowledge base. Thus, it is quite
straightforward to apply it in dialogue generation. [16] made
attempts on top of this and has achieved good performance
in open-domain conversations. [75] also worked on opendomain conversations with background knowledge by coupling CNN embedding and RNN embedding into multimodal
space and made progress in perplexity. A similar task is
to generate an answer for a question according to outside
knowledge. Unlike the general method of tuple retrieval in
knowledge base, [103] used words from knowledge base together with common words in generation process. Empirical
studies demonstrated that the proposed model was capable
of generating natural and right answers to the questions by

referring to the facts in the knowledge base.

3.1.6

Interactive Dialogue learning

Learning through interaction is one of the ultimate goals
of dialogue systems. [35] simulated dialogues between two
virtual agents. They defined simple heuristic approximations to rewards that characterize good conversations: good
conversations are forward-looking [1] or interactive (a turn
suggests a following turn), informative, and coherent. The
parameters of an encoder-decoder RNN defined a policy over
an infinite action space consisting of all possible utterances.
The agent learned a policy by optimizing the long-term
developer-defined reward from ongoing dialogue simulations
using policy gradient methods [91], rather than the MLE
objective defined in the standard SEQ2SEQ models. [33]
further attempted to improve the bot’s ability to learn from
interaction. By using policy learning and forward prediction on both textual and numerical feedback, the model can
improve itself by interacting with human in a (semi-)online
way.
As most human respondents may ask for clarification or
hints when not confident about the answer, it is natural to
make the bot owning such a capability. [32] defined three situations where the bot has problems in answering a question.
Compared the experimental results of not using a askingquestion way, this method made great improvement in some
scenarios. [29] explored the task on negotiation dialogues.
As conventional sequence-to-sequence models simulate human dialogues but fail to optimize a specific goal, this work
took a goal-oriented training and decoding approach and
demonstrated a worthwhile perspective.

3.1.7

Evaluation

Evaluating the quality of the generated response is an important aspect of dialogue response generation systems[37].
Task-oriented dialogue system can be evaluated based on
human-generated supervised signals, such as a task completion test or a user satisfaction score[76; 46; 24], however, automatically evaluating the quality of generated responses for
non-task-oriented dialogue systems remains an open question. Despite the fact that word overlap metrics such as
BLEU, METEOR, and ROUGE have been widely used to
evaluate the generated responses, [37] found that those metrics, as well as word embedding metrics derived from word
embedding models such as Word2Vec[43] have either weak
or no correlation with human judgements, although word
embedding metrics are able to significantly distinguish between baselines and state-of-the-art models across multiple
datasets. [70] proposed to use two neural network models to
evaluate a sequence of turn-level features to rate the success
of a dialogue.

3.2

Retrieval-based Methods

Retrieval-based methods choose a response from candidate
responses. The key to retrieval-based methods is messageresponse matching. Matching algorithms have to overcome
semantic gaps between messages and responses [21].

3.2.1

Single-turn Response Matching

Early studies of retrieval-based chatbots mainly focus on response selection for single-turn conversation[78], where only
the message is used to select a proper response. Typically,
the context and the candidate response are encoded as a vec-

tor respectively, and then the matching score is computed
based on those two vectors. Suppose x is the vector representation of a message and y corresponds to the response
vector representation, the matching function between x and
y can be as simply as bilinear matching:
match(x, y) = xT Ay,
where A is a pre-determined matrix, or more complicated
ones. [39] proposed a DNN-based matching model for short
texts response selection and combined the localness and hierarchy intrinsic in the structure. [21] improved the model
by utilizing a deep convolutional neural network architecture to learn the representation of message and response,
or directly learn the interacted representation of two sentences, followed by a multi-layer perceptron to compute the
matching score. [79] extracted dependency tree matching
patterns and used them as sparse one-hot inputs of a deep
feed-forward neural network for context-response matching.
[92] incorporated the topic vector generated by Twitter LDA
model [108] into the CNN based structure to boost responses
with rich content.

3.2.2

Multi-turn Response Matching

In recent years, multi-turn retrieval-based conversation draws
more and more attention. In multi-turn response selection,
current message and previous utterances are taken as input.
The model selects a response that is natural and relevant
to the whole context. It is important to identify important
information in previous utterances and properly model the
utterances relationships to ensure conversation consistency.
[38] encoded the context (a concatenation of all previous utterances and current message) and candidate response into a
context vector and a response vector through a RNN/LSTM
based structure, respectively, and then computed the matching degree score based on those two vectors. [97] selected
the previous utterances in different strategies and combined
them with current messages to form a reformulated context.
[111] performed context-response matching on not only the
general word level context vector but also the utterance level
context vector. [93] further improved the leveraging of utterances relationship and contextual information by matching
a response with each utterance in the context on multiple
levels of granularity with a convolutional neural network,
and then accumulated the vectors in a chronological order
through a recurrent neural network to model relationships
among utterances.

3.3

Hybrid Methods

Combing neural generative and retrieval based models can
have significant effects on performance.[66] and [52] attempted
to combine both methods. Retrieval-based systems often
give precise but blunt answers, while generation-based systems tend to give fluent but meaningless responses. In an ensemble model, the retrieved candidate, along with the original message, are fed to an RNN-based response generator.
The final response is given by a post-reranker. This approach combined the advantages of retrieval and generation
based models, which was appealing in performance. [60]
integrated natural language generation and retrieval models, including template-based models, bag-of-words models, sequence-to-sequence neural network and latent variable
neural network models and applied reinforcement learning to
crowdsourced data and real-world user interactions to select

an appropriate response from the models in its ensemble.

4.

sensitive information [50]. Hence, it is important to
protect users’ privacy while building better dialogue
systems.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Deep learning has become a basic technique in dialogue systems. Researchers investigated on applying neural networks
to the different components of a traditional task-oriented
dialogue system, including natural language understanding,
natural language generation, dialogue state tracking. Recent
years, end-to-end frameworks become popular in not only
the non-task-oriented chit-chat dialogue systems, but also
the task-oriented ones. Deep learning is capable of leveraging large amount of data and is promising to build up a unified intelligent dialogue system. It is blurring the boundaries
between the task-oriented dialogue systems and non-taskoriented systems. In particular, the chit-chat dialogues are
modeled by the sequence-to-sequence model directly. The
task completion models are also moving towards an end-toend trainable style with reinforcement learning representing
the state-action space and combing the whole pipelines.
It is worth noting that current end-to-end models are still
far from perfect. Despite the aforementioned achievements,
the problems remain challenging. Next, we discuss some
possible research directions:
• Swift Warm-Up. Although end-to-end models have
drawn most of the recent research attention, we still
need to rely on traditional pipelines in practical dialogue engineering, especially in a new domain warmup stage. The daily conversation data is quite “big”,
however, the dialogue data for a specific domain is
quite limited. In particular, domain specific dialogue
data collection and dialogue system construction are
laborsome. Neural network based models are better
at leveraging large amount of data. We need new way
to bridge over the warm-up stage. It is promising that
the dialogue agent has the ability to learn by itself
from the interactions with human.
• Deep Understanding. Current neural network based
dialogue systems heavily rely on the huge amount of
different types of annotated data, and structured knowledge base and conversation data. They learn to speak
by imitating a response again and again, just like an
infant, and the responses are still lack of diversity and
sometimes are not meaningful. Hence, the dialogue
agent should be able to learn more effectively with a
deep understanding of the language and the real world.
Specifically, it remains much potential if a dialogue
agent can learn from human instruction to get rid of
repeatedly training. Since a great quantity of knowledge is available on the Internet, a dialogue agent can
be smarter if it is capable of utilizing such unstructured
knowledge resource to make comprehension. Last but
not least, a dialogue agent should be able to make reasonable inference, find something new, share its knowledge across domains, instead of repeating the words
like a parrot.
• Privacy Protection. Widely applied dialogue system
serves a large number of people. It is quite necessary
to notice the fact that we are using the same dialogue
assistant. With the ability of learning through interactions, comprehension and inference, a dialogue assistant can inadvertently and implicitly store some of
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